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Abstract 

An Insight in the Mälarbanan Project: A Study of the Hydrological and Geotechnical 
Aspects of the Mälarbanan Project 
Aksel Rahman 

In “Mälarbananprojektet”, Trafikverket (The Swedish Transport Administration in Stockholm) want          
to expand the railway. Mälarbanan is at the present a railway that extends between Stockholm and                
Hovsta. The railroad will be expanded to four tracks from two tracks and the aim of the Mälarbanan                  
project is to separate commuter trains from other trains. As there is limited space on the surface, space                  
underneath the surface must be used. This is why it is important to determine how far below the                  
surface the construction will have to take place, which most likely will require a groundwater               
drawdown. This thesis focuses on an area with two reference points in Solna. A lowering of the                 
pressure levels normally affects the surrounding in the form of subsidences, also known as              
settlements, in the ground. As the area has a clay layer believed to be around 7 m thick, and clay is                     
sensitive to groundwater drawdowns, the drawdown must be minimal. The soil engineers have             
established that the maximal groundwater drawdowns should not exceed 3.0 m, as anything over 3.0               
m may cause extreme settlements in the settlement sensitive clays over the next 100 years. The                
modelling of drawdown and pore pressure conditions is conducted in a software called Visual              
MODFLOW. These different groundwater drawdowns, or scenarios, computed in the settlement           
calculations are 0 m, 0.3 m, 1 m and 3 m. The calculations have been computed for 1, 2, 5, 20, 40 and                       
100 years from now. Besides settlement occurring from groundwater drawdown, settlements in the             
form of primary and secondary consolidation (creep) normally occur from constant loading. This             
requires a software for settlement calculations that takes creep effects into consideration and the              
software used in this case was GS Settlement . The parameters necessary for the calculations are               
obtained by conducting CPT, collecting undisturbed soil samples for fall cone tests and CRS-tests in a                
laboratory. These methods are supposed to decide how and if the project can proceed.  
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Sammanfattning
En inblick i Mälarbananprojektet: en studie om de hydrologiska och geotekniska
aspekterna i Mälarbananprojektet
Aksel Rahman
 

Trafikverket i Stockholm planerar att bygga ut Mälarbanan i samarbete med WSP. I nuläget sträcker               
sig Mälarbanan från Stockholm till Hovsta. Planen är att bygga ut från två spår till fyra spår och                  
därmed separera pendeltåg från andra tåg. Då det finns begränsat med utrymme på ytan, måste man                
utnyttja utrymme under ytan. Detta kräver mest troligt en grundvattensänkning. Detta arbete fokuserar             
på två punkter i Solna Business Park. Grundvattensänkning påverkar omgivningen genom att bilda             
sättningar, en sjunkande rörelse i markytan. Då lera är extremt känsligt mot grundvattensänkningar,             
och lermäktigheten under markytan är ca 7 m, bör man sänka grundvattenytan så lite som det går. I                  
detta projekt vill man inte sänka grundvattenytan med mer än 3,0 meter, då sänkningar som överstiger                
3,0 m kan leda till extrema sättningar i den sättningskänsliga leran de kommande 100 åren. Detta, i                 
samband med portryckssituationen, modelleras i Visual MODFLOW . Programmet producerar en          
situation för varje sänkning. Dessa sänkningar är: 0 m, 0,3 m, 1 m och 3 m. Detta implementeras i                   
sättningsberäkningar i GS Settlement, som beräknar sättningarna de kommande 100 åren. Detta            
program tar med krypsättningar i beräkningarna. Parametrar som krävs för detta kommer från CPT,              
fallkonstester och CRS-tester i laboratorium. Dessa beräkningar ska avgöra huruvida projektet ska            
fortgå, om det nu kan fortgå. 
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1. Introduction 
In “Mälarbananprojektet”, Trafikverket (The Swedish Transport Administration in Stockholm) want          

to expand the railway from two tracks to four tracks. Mälarbanan is at the present a railway that                  

extends between Stockholm and Hovsta, which is located north of Örebro. It works as a connecting                

line between Stockholm and Örebro, including the places in between. The total length of the railway                

is around 200 km (Trafikverket, 2014). The Mälarbanan project extends to a distance of 20 km                

between Tomteboda and Kallhäll. It is supposed to go from two tracks to four tracks and the aim of                   

the Mälarbanan project is to separate commuter trains from other trains. This allows more flexible               

transports with trains as there will be more departures (Trafikverket, 2018). As there is limited space                

on the surface, space underneath the surface must be used.  

However, the space underneath the surface is also limited, due to the underground railway,              

wastewater systems etc. This is why it is important to determine how far below the surface the                 

construction will have to take place, which most likely will require a groundwater drawdown. This               

thesis focuses on an area with two reference points in Solna Business Park. A lowering of the pressure                  

levels normally affects the surrounding, resulting in subsidences, also known as settlements, that occur              

in the ground. As the area has a clay layer believed to be around 7 m thick, where clay is sensitive to                      

groundwater drawdowns, the drawdown must be minimal. The soil engineers have deduced that the              

maximal groundwater drawdowns should be 3.0 m, as anything over 3.0 m may cause extreme               

settlements in the settlement sensitive clays over the next 100 years.  

In the calculations, the pore pressure is assumed to be hydrostatic throughout the clay layer.               

The settlement calculations aim to provide information regarding tendency of settlements in the clay              

based on different presumed groundwater drawdowns. These different groundwater drawdowns, or           

scenarios, computed in the settlement calculations are 0 m, 0.3 m, 1 m and 3 m in relation to the                    

determined normal groundwater surface. The drawdowns occur in the lower groundwater reservoir,            

where a drawdown of 3 m is the worst case scenario.  

Settlements do not occur instantly. This type of phenomenon occurs over a long period of               

time. The settlement calculations have been computed for 1, 2, 5, 20, 40 and 100 years from now.                  

Besides settlement occurring from groundwater drawdown, settlements in the form of primary and             

secondary consolidation (creep) normally occur from constant loading (Hsi & Martin, 2015).            

Furthermore, ongoing settlements from previous construction are also taken into consideration. This            

requires a software for settlement calculations that take creep effects into consideration and the              

software used in this case was GS Settlement. The parameters necessary for the calculations are               

obtained by conducting CPT, collecting undisturbed soil samples for fall cone tests and CRS-tests in a                

laboratory. In situ-measurements are extremely important since they require time, costs and permits. 
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2. Background 

2.1 Mälarbanan 

The 200 km long “Mälarbanan” railroad extends from Stockholm to Hovsta, north of Örebro. It works                

as a connecting line between Stockholm and Örebro, including the places in between (Trafikverket,              

2014). When settlement was detected in the area between 1960 and 1975, the soil was infilled with                 

light filling, meaning that the previous filling was phased out with light filling. Everything that lacked                

reinforcement from piles in the foundation was experiencing settling. With the current soil profile,              

settling is expected. The thickness of the clay is approximately 7 m (WSP, 2018). 

 

 
Figure 1. Mälarbanan at present (source: Trafikverket, 2014). 
 

2.2 Purpose of the project and of this thesis 

Trafikverket are planning on expanding the railroad between Tomteboda and Kallhäll to ease the              

transport for travelers by providing more departures, and thereby increasing time-efficiency. In this             

project, Trafikverket intend to expand the railroad from a two-tracked railroad to a four-tracked              

railroad, on a distance of 20 km. By assigning the middle tracks to the commuter trains, other trains                  

can go past the commuter trains on the side tracks. This results in more departures for the travelers to                   

choose from and offers better guarantees of time-punctuality. The expansion began in 2012, and by               

2021, the last stage of Mälarbanan is planned to be initiated, taking approximately eight years to finish                 
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(Trafikverket, 2018). Their aim is to make a tunnel that goes beneath the surface at Solna. This will                  

result in building two lines, one on top of the other with two tracks each, making it a total of 4 tracks. 

This thesis aims to estimate the magnitude of the groundwater drawdown according to the              

groundwater model and the magnitude of the settlements resulting from the drawdown. Additionally,             

the purpose is to determine if the project in Solna Business Park can proceed due to the groundwater                  

situation and the prediction of the settlements. 

The main task in this thesis is to calculate the settlements from the groundwater drawdown at                

points 18W101 and 18W102 in Solna Business Park. Both are located approximately 350 m from               

each other. It is also of interest to investigate an anomaly in the pore pressure situation. More                 

specifically, the interest is to investigate the validity of a low pore pressure encountered in Solna                

Business Park and if it is valid, how to proceed. Having this said, the aim of this thesis is also to get                      

more clarity in the previous results regarding the pore pressure. 

This has been narrowed into four main questions to be answered by the end of this thesis: 

● How does the groundwater drawdown affect the soil in terms of settlements? What are the               

settlements after 1, 2, 5, 20, 40 and 100 years resulting from the different simulated               

groundwater drawdowns (0, 0.3, 1, 3 m)? 

● Are the values for groundwater drawdown acceptable? More precisely, are they within the             

acceptable range of 0-3 m of drawdown? 

● Are the derived settlements from the calculations acceptable? 

● Did the low pore pressure occur for the new pore pressure tests and if so, is there a solution to                    

the incoherence in groundwater flow in the model? 

 

2.3 Previous studies 

The tracks will be lowered along the section in Sundbyberg and Solna Business Park. The soil                

engineers at WSP have collaborated with hydrologists at WSP, where the hydrologists evaluated the              

groundwater drawdown for the settlement calculations. As construction will partially take place below             

ground, the groundwater level will have to be lowered. It has been estimated in earlier studies that a                  

groundwater lowering of around 7 m below the surface is needed at Sundbyberg and Solna Business                

Park.  

Studies also show that there are a lot of ongoing settlements in these areas. Pore pressure                

measurements did not correspond well to what the pore pressure should be according to the calculated                

pore pressure situation. One pore pressure station showed low pore pressure, whereas other stations in               

the surrounding area showed relatively higher pore pressures.  
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A pore pressure station adjacent to the point of interest shows excess pore pressure compared               

to the CPT-results and from what they have calculated since before. The CPT-results show numbers               

far above preconsolidation stress. The suspicion is that one of the nearby buildings are pumping water,                

perhaps unknowingly. This could explain the lowered pore pressure at that station. The problem with               

this encountered unexplainable low pressure is that it creates an incorrect groundwater flow in the               

model. 

 

2.4 Limitations 

Calculations of long-term settlements are widely based on assumptions. The GS Settlement program             

is one-dimensional, focusing only on vertical settlements. This thesis focuses only on clays in Solna               

Business Park, which is characterized by filling and underlying layers of silt and clay as seen in figure                  

9 (Olsson, 2010). Other points in the Mälarbanan project can have large differences depending on e.g.                

the soil profile. 

 

3. Literature studies 

3.1 Hydrogeology 

3.1.1 Groundwater 

Voids that occur in rocks due to physical and chemical processes that decompose and disaggregate               

rocks, are important in hydrogeology, since water can exist in them. A material with high porosity has                 

a high void ratio within the material. In many cases, these voids are interconnected, meaning that the                 

water can be transported from one void to the other. Some rocks and sediments possess porosity but                 

lack the interconnectivity of the voids, or that the pores are so small that water can only flow through                   

with great difficulty.  

The ability of the material to convey water from pore to pore is called hydraulic conductivity                

(the soil’s water bearing capacity), which will described more thoroughly later. Material with high              

hydraulic conductivity possess a better ability to transport water than material with low hydraulic              

conductivity. The most important properties in hydrogeology are the ability to transport water through              

a rock and the ability to hold water. The water table is the undulating surface where the atmospheric                  

pressure equals the pore water pressure. At all depths below the water table, the rock is commonly                 

saturated, if the pores are interconnected. Continuous rainfall will cause the water table to rise.  

Aquifers are geologic units, such as limestones, sandstones, dolomites, fractured plutonic and            
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metamorphic rocks, that store and transmit water to wells. Groundwater occurs in aquifers below the               

ground level. Aquifers can be either confined or unconfined. Unconfined aquifers, or water-table             

aquifers, are close to the land surface and have a continuous series of layers extending from the base                  

of the aquifer to the land surface. These layers consist of material of high intrinsic permeability.  

Recharge to the unconfined aquifer can occur through upward seepage from underlying strata,             

and downward seepage through the unsaturated zone or lateral groundwater flow. Confined aquifers,             

or artesian aquifers, are confined beneath a confining layer and can be recharged from slow downward                

leakage through a “leaky” confining layer. It can also be recharged in a recharge area, where the                 

aquifer crops out. Dynamic equilibrium prevails under natural conditions in an aquifer, meaning that              

the amount of water that recharges the aquifer is equal to the discharge of the aquifer. There are three                   

factors that determine recharge to an unconfined aquifer: 

 

● The remaining precipitation that is unaffected by runoff and evapotranspiration 

● Vertical hydraulic conductivity of overlying strata in the recharge area. 

● Transmissivity and potentiometric gradient, to which the amount of discharging water is            

dependent on. 

 

The volume of the recharged water that can move toward the aquifer in a downward motion is                 

determined by the vertical hydraulic conductivity (Fetter, 2001). 

Since there are spatial variations in mechanical, chemical and thermal energy, water moves             

from one area to another area as nature’s response to level the energy differences. It can therefore be                  

said that the laws of physics and thermodynamics control groundwater flow. There are three external               

forces influencing groundwater: 1) gravity, which acts in a downward motion; 2) external pressure, as               

pressures are created in the zone of saturation from atmospheric pressure combined with the weight of                

the overlying water; 3) molecular attraction, which creates surface tension in the water and makes               

water stick to surfaces. 

The atmospheric pressure acts above the zone of saturation. There are frictional forces acting              

on the groundwater flow in a porous medium, resisting the flow movement. The friction consists of                

normal and shear stresses. Normal stresses act in a perpendicular direction while the shear stresses act                

tangentially to the ground. The shearing resistance of the fluid can also be referred to as the fluid’s                  

viscosity. The hydraulic head represents the mechanical energy per unit weight of fluid, which is               

water in this case. The pressure and the elevation head combined give the total hydraulic head (Fetter,                 

2001). In hydrostatic pressure conditions, the surface of the groundwater will be the same regardless               

of which pipe the groundwater level is measured, as there is no flow of water (University of the West                   

of England, 2000). 
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3.1.2 Groundwater in wells 

In applied hydrogeology, wells can be considered as one of the most important aspects. Groundwater               

is normally drawn from the wells for domestic, industrial, municipal and irrigation purposes. Other              

purposes of the wells are the removal of contaminated water from an aquifer, control of salt-water                

intrusion and also, lowering of the water table (in construction projects). Aquifers can also be               

recharged using wells, for groundwater management purposes, at rates exceeding the natural recharge.             

This normally results in an increase of the head in the aquifer, while a drawdown of the head occurs in                    

the aquifer around the well. The declination of the water level will form a cone of depression, or a                   

pumping cone, around the pumping well in the aquifer. The head remains constant with time in                

steady-state flow, whereas it changes with time in unsteady flow. When determining flow in wells,               

certain assumptions are required. Other than the basic assumptions, Fetter (2001) assumes radial             

symmetry, which means that the aquifer storativity and transmissivity are not dependant of the flow               

direction in the aquifer. The basic assumptions needed, according to Fetter (2001) are: 

 

1. A confining layer delimits the aquifer on the bottom. 

2. Horizontal geologic formations with infinite horizontal extent. 

3. Before the initiation of the pumping, the potentiometric surface of the aquifer is horizontal. 

4. Before the initiation of he pumping, the potentiometric surface of the aquifer does not change               

with time 

5. Pumping solely induces changes in the position of the potentiometric surface. 

6. The aquifer is isotropic and homogeneous. 

7. Only radial flow toward the well. 

8. Horizontal flow of the groundwater. 

9. Darcy’s law is applicable. 

10. Density and viscosity of the groundwater remain constant. 

11. Both observation and pumping wells are fully penetrating. 

12. The pumping well is 100 % efficient and has an infinitesimal diameter. 

 

3.1.3 Thiem equation 

An equilibrium state can be reached after a well has been pumping long enough, which is where                 

drawdown no longer occurs with time. When this state is reached, there is no further growth of the                  

cone of depression, which is the area around the pumping well where the head is lowered. The growth                  

stops when a source has been reached, resulting in that the recharge rate equals the pump rate. This                  

state is known as steady-state conditions. For an unconfined aquifer with steady radial flow, Thiem               
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came up with an equation where certain assumptions are required along with the basic assumptions               

(see 3.1.2 Groundwater in wells). The assumptions for Thiem’s equation are: 

 

1. The aquifer is first of all unconfined and also underlain by a horizontal aquiclude. 

2. Constant rate prevails when the well is pumped. 

3. No more drawdown with time occurs, meaning that equilibrium has been reached 

 

Thiem’s formula for an unconfined aquifer with steady radial flow can be expressed as: 

 

 

 

In this formula, K is hydraulic conductivity, Q is pumping rate, b1 and b2 are thicknesses at r1 and r2                    

away from the pumping well (Fetter, 2001). 

 

3.1.4 Darcy’s law 

The movement of the water within the aquifer is heavily dependent on gravity, as it creates water                 

potential gradients or hydraulic gradients. It can therefore be said that the movement of the               

groundwater is controlled by the hydraulic gradient and not the surface topography, as the surface               

does not always match the water table (Haan et al., 1994). Darcy’s law in a one-dimensional form can                  

be expressed as Q = -KA dhdl, in terms of hydraulic head (Fetter, 2001). In this formula, Q is the                    

discharge, K is the material’s hydraulic conductivity, A is the cross sectional area, h is hydraulic head                 

and l is length.  

Other than the connectivity of fractures and pores, both size and shape of the fractures and                

pores in the aquifer influence the hydraulic conductivity (Haan et al., 1994). The formula for the                

one-dimensional form of Darcy’s law mentioned above displays the relationship between the            

hydraulic gradient and groundwater flow (Hemond & Fechner, 2015). Laminar flow means that the              

energy level is low and is caused mainly by viscous forces. 

With increasing velocity of the flow, the kinetic energy becomes higher and causes turbulent              

flow, caused mainly by the inertial forces. Darcy’s law can only be applied to laminar flow and not to                   

turbulent flow (Fetter, 2001). 

 

3.1.5 Permeability 

Through Darcy’s law, a soil’s permeability, or hydraulic conductivity, can be obtained. The formula              

expresses the relationship between average flow velocity (v) and hydraulic gradient (i), or the              
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relationship between permeability (k), head loss (h) and length (l). The average velocity is dependent               

on the total area, which is perpendicular to the flow direction. Head loss means the loss in pressure                  

along l and is expressed in head loss per meter water column. The length expresses the distance along                  

the flow with a difference in head. The hydraulic gradient describes the head loss per unit of length in                   

the flow direction. Darcy’s law is in this case normally expressed as v = k * i = k hl (Larsson, 2008).  

Darcy’s law cannot be applied in situations with gravel and rock, as they cause turbulent flow.                

Permeability is influenced by the density and viscosity of the water, hence the application of the                

absolute permeability, expressed as: K =kw. This formula expresses the relationship between the             

density (ρw), and the viscosity (μ) of the liquid, both of which are dependent on the temperature. At a                   

laboratory with a temperature of 22°, permeability is 1.5 times greater than permeability measured in               

the soil, where the temperature is normally around 7° (Larsson, 2008).  

In varved clay, especially varved clays with silt strata, the direction of flow can also prove to                 

be decisive for the permeability. As a result, permeability can be a lot smaller vertically in relation to                  

the horizontal permeability, due to anisotropy. In varved clays, the material in the light-colored layers               

are coarser in contrast to the finer material in the darker layers. This results in a large difference in                   

grain size which leads to a decrease in the velocity of the water in the darker layers with the smaller                    

grains.  

The dark layers are not layers of organic material, which most people believe. The finer               

material in the dark layers is clay, while the coarser material in the light-colored layers consists of                 

quartz, feldspar etc. The dark layers are known as the winter layers, which contain chlorite, illite etc.                 

During summer, which is represented by light-colored layers, more material is transported, hence the              

thicker layers. The conductivity in the dark layers is low, whereas water through the light-colored               

layers have a higher velocity, and therefore higher conductivity. The light-colored layers are thicker              

than the darker layers and consequently, there is also a contrast in permeability between the dark and                 

light-colored layers.  

Permeability is higher in postglacial clay as it is more homogeneous than glacial clay, which               

results in a large contrast in permeability between the postglacial clay and glacial clay. Anisotropy can                

be seen in clays with a parallel structure and in fibrous peat with a low grade of humification.                  

Normally, the permeability in the upper layers and dry crust is greater than the permeability derived                

from tests conducted on small soil samples in laboratory. The actual soil is stratified, has cracks and                 

haustoria, which is not common in laboratory samples, resulting in the gap between the permeability               

in the soil and in the laboratory. The permeability derived from the laboratory tests can therefore be                 

misleading (Larsson, 2008).  

Pore size and total pore volume have the biggest impacts on permeability. In fine-grained,              

well-graded soils, permeability decreases as residual saturation decreases. Dimensioning of wells,           
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filters, earth fill dams and cut-offs are examples of where knowing permeability is important.              

Permeability is also of use to assess frost susceptibility, slope stability and for determining suitability               

of drained or undrained calculation models for stability. It can also be used as material for calculation                 

of the development of settlements with time, assessment of the effects of infiltration and groundwater               

lowering. Permeability can also be useful to know in the assessment of environmental impacts, e.g.               

dispersion of pollutants (Larsson, 2008). 

 

3.1.6 Determining permeability 

Laboratory tests and field tests involving infiltration or pumping tests are used to obtain the               

permeability (k). Permeability is mostly influenced by the effective grain size (d10) in coarse grained               

soils. The relationship between permeability and grain size for sand is given by: k = C * d102                  

(0.7+0.003t). The temperature in the water (t) is given in °C while C is a coefficient, where the value                   

varies depending on the soil. Coefficient C, for a uniform soil is 1.2*10-2, which defines one end of                  

the range for C, while for a well-graded densely stratified soil, C is 0.6*10-2, defining the other end.                  

The effective grain size is given in mm and k is the permeability in m/s. The same relationship cannot                   

be applied for clayey soil types. Permeability decreases with grain size, meaning that as the particle                

size decreases with each soil fraction, the permeability decreases with each group. Fine gravel has a                

permeability of 1 to 10-2 m/s and as the soil gets finer, the permeability decreases.               

Medium-to-fine-grained silt has a permeability of 10-6-10-8 and clay has a permeability below 10-8 m/s               

(Larsson, 2008). 

There are various ways of determining permeability. The soil type determines the method that              

is later applied. Constant head permeameters, or constant head permeability tests, are used to              

determine the permeability in coarse-grained, uniform soils. The method is based on the amount of               

water flowing through a sample during a given amount of time. In this case, the permeability is given                  

by: k = QlAth. The formula represents the relationship between discharge (Q), sample length (l),               

cross-sectional area (A), time (t) and head (h) (Larsson, 2008). 

As the permeability decreases with smaller soil fractions, the permeability will consequently            

decrease as soil types become finer (see table 1). 
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Table 1. The correlation between grain size and permeability (Larsson, 2008).

 

 

To determine the permeability in fine-grained soils and undisturbed soil, tests on samples can be               

conducted in compressometers. For fine grained soils that are difficult to saturate, a triaxial              

compression test is more suitable in determining permeability. The pore water is exposed to pressure,               

which leads to the air in the pores being compressed, which then dissolves in the water. When                 

determining permeability in water-saturated clay, loosely stratified medium silt-to-fine silt and peat,            

oedometers are normally used to test undisturbed samples in a laboratory. Permeability is calculated              

using the pore pressure and deformation rate, obtained from oedometer-tests with a constant             

deformation rate, known as CRS-tests (Larsson, 2008). 

 

3.1.7 Capillarity 

Precipitation and drought influence the moisture content (W) in the upper soil layers. The moisture               

content is the highest in spring and autumn, and is primarily influenced by capillarity just above the                 

groundwater table. In the capillary fringe zone, there is a capillary increase in the water surface                

through the pores in the soil (Larsson, 2008). The capillary fringe zone is the zone just above the                  

water table (Encyclopedia Britannica, 2016). The capillary increase of the water is due to the surface                

tension of the water. Pore size, which is dependent on the grain size and relative density (ID),                 
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influences the capillarity (Larsson, 2008). 

The uniformity coefficient (CU) partly governs the size of this transition zone, or capillary              

fringe zone. If the soil material is uniformly graded, the transition zone will be smaller in thickness                 

than in a well-graded material. The capillary fringe is also partly governed by the grade of saturation                 

of the material. If the material is initially dry, the material will absorb the moisture above. If the                  

material is initially saturated, the water table will decrease if no more moisture is added. This is due to                   

that the pore size can vary from cracks to micro-pores, as there is a difference in capillarity between                  

the pore sizes. The knowledge of a soil’s capillarity can be used for issues regarding frost,                

determining drainage depth, soil- and pore pressure (Larsson, 2008). 

When the pore pressure in the capillary fringe zone is negative, the effective pressure              

becomes greater than the total pressure. Water-saturation prevails up to the lower capillarity. The              

difference between the total pressure and the effective pressure represents the hydrostatic difference in              

water pressure between the current depth and the groundwater table. The difference can be estimated               

from the negative pore water pressure and residual saturation (Sr) above the lower capillarity (Larsson,               

2008). 

Negative pore pressures normally have the biggest significance in silty soils. They impose the              

biggest impact in soils that have enough permeability to form deep groundwater surfaces with high               

capillarity. Negative pore pressures influence both bearing strength and stability in soils, but             

stratigraphy can also be significant in terms of strength of soil (Larsson, 2008). 

Negative pore water pressure prevails in the soil above the groundwater surface due to              

capillary forces. The constrained module, M, is applied when calculating settlements in soils due to               

vertical loading. This is determined by increasing effective vertical pressure while preventing            

deformations occurring horizontally at the same time, which corresponds to widespread load on the              

ground or groundwater drawdown (Larsson, 2008). 

 

3.1.8 Pore pressure   

The pressure exerted on water within voids in saturated soil is called pore pressure. This pressure is                 

generated from either external forces, or as a result of the physical location of the soil. Pore pressure is                   

measured relative to the atmospheric pressure. The depth below the surface where the pore pressure               

equals the atmospheric pressure is known to be the groundwater table (University of the West of                

England, 2000). This is the level at which the soil is completely saturated (Encyclopedia Britannica,               

2016).  

During a Pore Pressure Dissipation test, the pore pressure is locally increased as the cone is                

penetrated into saturated subsurface soil. The generated pore pressure is known as the excess pore               
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pressure (∆u), caused when the groundwater is pressed away. The static pore pressure (u0) is the                

prevailing pore pressure at a certain depth. This is measured in-situ, during the pore pressure               

dissipation test after the downward movement of the cone has been paused and the pore pressure has                 

been stabilized. The time for the pore pressure to stabilize is also measured (Vertek, 2015). 

 

3.1.9 Determining pore pressure 

When conducting measurements of pore pressure in field, piezometers are often used. The effective              

negative pore pressure above the lower capillarity can be obtained from the measured pore pressure               

and residual saturation. For silt, the d50-value from the grain size distribution curve can be used to                 

obtain the effective negative pore pressure, if the silt contains less than 5 % clay. If the silt contains                   

more than 5 % clay, pF-curves are used in combination with the grain size distribution curves.                

Comparing the pF-curve and matching it to the equivalent soil can help estimate the effective pore                

pressure. The pF-tests are conducted when measuring capillarity (Larsson, 2008).   

 

3.2 Settlements 
In this thesis, settlements refer to a sinking-related ground-movement, related to the foundation of a               

building or some other type of construction. This phenomenon is problematic as it can cause damages                

on buildings, which is why measures need to be taken as soon as possible. There are several factors                  

that can cause settlements, such as an increased load on the ground, where the load causes                

compression in the ground. The compression leads to a decrease in volume, hence the lowering of the                 

surface.  

Another factor behind the settlements is soil type, where moisture is a decisive variable. Some               

soil types are more sensitive to changes in moisture, such as clay and silt, which can be heavily                  

influenced by changes in weather. Particles in cohesive soils, such as clays and silts, can swell or                 

shrink depending on the moisture content (Geobear, 2019). 

Vegetation can also be a part of the problem. Roots from vegetation can cause settlements as                

they absorb water in the subsoil, causing shrinkage, which results in subsidence. Human factors can               

be a major cause behind settlements. Leaking sewage pipes in the ground can cause the ground to be                  

loose, or as in Kiruna, where mining has left open spaces that cause settlements in the ground. Strong                  

vibrations from traffic and construction can result in movements in the ground, influencing its rigidity               

and stability (Geobear, 2019). 
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3.3 Soil in general 

There are three phases of a soil: solid, liquid and gas. The solid phase forms the skeleton of the soil,                    

which consists of minerals, clay particles, and organic material in some cases. Both the liquid and gas                 

phases are represented by the voids in the skeleton, as the pores can be filled with both gas and liquid.                    

Different geological conditions produce different types of soil, hence the reason why geology is              

important to have knowledge in when working with soil mechanics.  

Different silicate compounds form the mineral grains that then form the skeleton of the soil.               

Carbon compounds, such as calcium carbonate, and sulphide compounds, such as iron sulfides occur              

as minerals in the skeleton of the soil, but are not as common as silicates. Illite is the most common                    

clay mineral in Sweden. Kaolinite, chlorite and montmorillonite also occur but to a lesser extent               

(Larsson, 2008). 

Grains that are smaller than 2 micrometers are categorized in the “clay-fraction”. They are flat               

in general, can occur as single particles and also in groups. Plant residues from different degrees of                 

decay compose the majority of the organic material. Clay minerals are usually studied through x-ray               

diffraction analysis while the material in mineral grains are studied in polarized light microscopy.              

Some clays, such as clays of the montmorillonite type and some types of chlorite, undergo immense                

swelling from water absorption and unloading, which can lead to landslides in e.g. tunnels.  

The pore water in soils that have been deposited in marine environments have the same               

composition as the sea water where the soil was deposited, if it has not undergone any chemical                 

processes or leaching. The salinity will decrease in cases of leaching and new substances can be added                 

from infiltration. Ions that have previously been bound within the soil can be released due to                

weathering. Gases in the pores, above the groundwater level, are mainly air, while other occurring               

gases below the groundwater table are hydrogen sulphide, carbon dioxide and methane. These gases              

can be dissolved in the pore water, or occur as bubbles in the pore water (Larsson, 2008). 

 

3.3.1 Grain size distribution  

The shape of the grains and the grain size distribution have a major influence on geotechnical                

properties of the soil, hence their importance when classifying soil. Pore volume and pore size               

influence properties such as permeability and capillarity. Grain size distribution and relative density             

(or density index, ID) influence shear strength and compressibility. Clay content is more important in               

clayey soils while grain size distribution has a greater importance in soils characterized by coarser               
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grains. However, the structure and previous stresses in the soil have a greater importance rather than                

the size of individual grains (Larsson, 2008). 

 

3.3.2 Classifying soil types 

The different classification systems used in Sweden are based on either their composition, formation              

or their structural properties, such as for till, detritus and drift sand. These terms provide information                

about the structure of the soil and also its geotechnical properties. In mineral soils and humus soils,                 

the soil types are divided based on their components. The mechanical properties in mineral soils are                

dependent on the grain size distribution and sizes, hence the importance of classifying soils into               

different fractions as a primary step. Secondly, classification can be based on properties such as               

relative density (ID), consistency limits and sensitivity (Larsson, 2008). 

 

3.3.2.1 Soil type groups  

There are four groups based on the content of rocks and fine soil: very coarse, coarse, mixed-grained                 

and fine soil. Very coarse soil consists mainly of boulders and cobbles, while coarse soil contains soil                 

types of both the gravel and sand-fraction. Mixed-grained soil contains either silty or clayey soils of                

both the gravel and sand-fraction, while fine soils consists of silty and clayey soils (Larsson, 2008). 

Very coarse soil has a content of boulders and rocks above 40 wt% and an insignificant wt %                  

of fine soils with grains smaller than 63 mm. Coarse, mixed-grained and fine soils have a content of                  

boulders and cobbles that is less than 40 wt%. Coarse soils have less than 15 wt % of fine soils, while                     

mixed-grained soils have a content of fine soils ranging from 15 to 40 % and fine soils have a content                    

of fine soils above 40 wt % (Larsson, 2008). 

 

3.3.2.2 Classification based on grain size and uniformity coefficient  

If the main entry in the soil name is either silt or clay, at least 40 % of the fine soil content should be                        

material smaller than the fraction of 63 mm. The clay content should be at least 20 % of the fine soil                     

content for clay soils. There are ways to test the plasticity to determine if the soil can be classified as                    

clay or silt. Adjectives are used in the name if there is another fraction besides the main fraction that                   

also is of importance, such as sandy silt. In this case, silt is the main fraction but sand is also of                     

importance. More than one adjective can be used, where the adjectives closer to the main word has a                  
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higher importance than the adjectives further away from the main word. In the case of a rocky, sandy                  

silt, sand is the second most important fraction, more important than the rocky fraction. There are                

main fractions that can be divided into fine, coarse and very coarse soil, which are classified based on                  

fraction limits. The main fractions are then divided into sub-fractions, which can be seen in table 2                 

(Larsson, 2008). 

 

Table 2. Soil classification based on grain-fractions (Larsson, 2008).

 

 
 
3.3.2.3 Classification based on density  

Density is used in the classification, mainly for coarse soil types, and is then based on relative density.                  

Very loose soil has a density index range between 0 and 15, loose ranges from 15 to 35,                  

medium-dense ranges from 35 to 65 %, dense soil ranges from 65 to 85 % and very dense soil ranges                    

from 85 to 100 %. Organic matter can be encountered. Density is commonly estimated from the                

CPT-results. Relative density can be obtained from the CPT-results, which along with cone resistance              

can be used to classify the soil. The relative density of the soil can be very low, low, medium, high                    

and very high. Very low relative density has a cone resistance of 0-25 MPa, low density has 2.5-5,                  
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medium has 5.0-10, high has 10-20 and very high density has a cone resistance above 20 MPa                 

(Larsson, 2008). 

 

3.3.2.4 Classification based on consistency or Atterberg limits 

Strength and mechanical properties are the two most common properties in soil that are considered in                

classification of clay and clayey silt. In this case, the classification is based on liquid (wL) and plastic                  

limit (wp). The plasticity index can be derived from these quantities and is also used in the                 

classification of clay and clayey silt (Larsson, 2008). Strength and resistance to penetration during in               

situ conditions can be derived from consistency, which is why it is the most important characteristic of                 

cohesive soils. Atterberg limits, which are the liquid limits, plastic limits and the plasticity index (Ip),                

illustrate how cohesive soils are influenced by stress. With respect to the behavior of cohesive soils,                

water content has a significant impact. The consistency is heavily dependent on the water content               

when the soil is remoulded. Clayey soil changes consistency in various stages when water is added,                

starting from solid, to semi-solid, then to plastic, and eventually to liquid (Wagner, 2013). 

The soil goes from a liquid to a plastic state at the liquid limit (wL) and with decreasing water                   

content, the soil continues to a semi-solid state at the plastic limit (wp). At the shrinkage limit (ws), the                   

soil goes into a solid state, which can lead to shrinkage, since soil shrinks due to loss of moisture. The                    

shrinkage limit is where there is no more change in soil mass, which is defined by the moisture                  

content. The plasticity index (Ip) is the difference in water content between the liquid and plastic                

limits, which is given from laboratory tests. These laboratory tests also help determine other soil               

parameters and used by engineers in soil identification. The formula for the plasticity index is as                

following: Ip = WL - Wp (Wagner, 2013).  

Plasticity normally increases with the clay content. In a fine grained soil, the Atterberg limits               

combined with knowledge of plasticity, can be used to determine the amount of clay and silt. This                 

information provides an insight on the soil’s mechanical performance and its suitability as             

construction or foundation material. If a soil laboratory test shows a high liquid limit, the soil                

possesses a high swelling or shrinkage, potential compressibility and high compressibility. A high             

plasticity index indicates low shear strength while a low plasticity index indicates that the soil is prone                 

to large changes in consistency. The soil is, however, more prone to shrinkage with a higher plasticity                 

(Wagner, 2013). 

Clays have a higher plasticity index than silts. Silts can consequently lose much of their               

consistency as a result of changes in water content, in contrast to clays. Clays have a better ability in                   

absorbing water without experiencing a significant loss in consistency. Plasticity can be used to              
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identify the characteristics of the soil, as plasticity is not mainly dependent on water content. Plasticity                

is also dependent on the nature and content of clay minerals. Smectites are considered as very plastic                 

and illites have a lower plasticity. Kaolinitic soils have an even lower plasticity (Wagner, 2013). 

The plasticity index increases in a linear fashion with the content of the clay-size fraction (< 2                 

πm). The increasing pattern varies depending on the clays, as a result of the varying plasticity                

characteristics with different types of clay minerals. Atterberg limits are commonly determined in             

laboratory, by conducting tests on disturbed samples. The accuracy in predicting the behavior of              

in-place soil is therefore limited. Thus, the Atterberg limits may therefore give a different correlation               

between consistency and moisture content in disturbed soil samples than for undisturbed soil.             

Atterberg limits are therefore more widely used when classifying soil and not to predict how in-place                

soil behaves (Wagner, 2013). 

In terms of plasticity, the soil can be described to have low, medium, high and very high                 

plasticity based on liquid limit (WL) and plasticity index (IP). The plasticity index for non-plastic soils                

is 0 (see table 3). 

 
Table 3. Soil classification based on grade of plasticity (Larsson, 2008).

 

 

If the consistency of a soil in its natural state is requested, the tests should be performed on carefully                   

handled, undisturbed samples. If possible, determination during field tests are more suitable, to reduce              

the risk of remoulding even further. For undisturbed soils, it is more common to use unconfined                

compression tests to indicate consistency. When describing consistency, the terms soft, medium, stiff,             
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very stiff and hard can also be used (Wagner, 2013). 

If the consistency is considered “soft”, several inches of penetration can easily be done with               

the thumb. For “medium-stiff” consistency, a thumb can perform penetration with a moderate effort,              

while “stiff” consistency means that penetration with the thumb requires great effort. “Very stiff”              

consistency means an imprint can easily be made with a fingernail, while “hard” consistency means               

that an imprint from a fingernail can be done with great effort (Wagner, 2013). Classification of clay                 

and silt can be made based on the consistency index. If the consistency in clay or silt is considered                   

“very loose”, the consistency index (IC), is below 0.25 and “loose soil” is between 0.25 and 0.5.                 

“Solid” consistency has a consistency index between 0.5 and 0.75 and “stiff” has a consistency               

between 0.75 and 1. If the consistency is considered “very stiff”, the consistency index is above 1. The                  

formula for consistency index is as follows: IC = WL-WIP (Larsson, 2008). 

 

3.3.2.5 Classification based on undrained cohesion (or shear strength) and sensitivity 

Another way of classifying fine-grained soils is based on undrained shear strength (CU) and sensitivity               

(St), which are determined through fall cone tests on clay samples in laboratory. Based on undrained                

shear strength, the soil can be classified as extremely low, very low, low, medium, high, very high and                  

also extremely high (see table 4). Soils with extremely high shear strength are above 300 kPa, which                 

means that the material tend to behave like “weak” rock types and should hence be classified as rock                  

(Larsson, 2008). 
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Table 4. Soil classification based on undrained shear strength (Larsson, 2008).

 

 

The relationship between the undrained shear strength in disturbed and undisturbed clay is given by               

sensitivity measurements, which can be used to classify fine-grained soils (see table 5) (Larsson,              

2008). 

 

Table 5. Soil classification based on sensitivity (Larsson, 2008).

 

 

Quick clay has an undrained shear strength that is less than 0.4 kPa and a sensitivity above 50. Less                   

than 0.4 kPa in undrained shear strength represents a penetration of more than 20 m in remoulded                 

clay, by a 60 g cone in a fall cone test (Sandsven et al., 2016). According to studies from Burland                    

(1989) and Jardine et al. (1985), stiffness in soil is several times greater in field than in the laboratory.                   

This can possibly lead to the soil stiffness being underestimated, which is a likely effect from                

reconsolidation. This may influence the accuracy in determining the oedometer modulus, M0 in             
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overconsolidated soils with CRS (Olsson, 2010). However, this can be avoided by conducting unload              

and reload cycles as they yield an irreversible deformation of the soil. This involves conducting               

numerous series of one-dimensional consolidation tests. The cycles of unload and reloading can             

improve the accuracy in predicting settlements in clayey soils, and also form mitigation plans for               

damage to infrastructures (Habibbeygi & Nikraz, 2018). 

 

3.3.2.6 Classification based on overconsolidation ratio (OCR) 

The overconsolidation ratio (σ ́c/σ ́0) has a great impact on the mechanical properties of a fine-grained               

soil. At the preconsolidation pressure (σ ́c), there is a drastic change in compression properties, which               

consequently influences the strength of the soil. Compression-tests by oedometer are used to             

determine the preconsolidation pressure. The soils are considered as normally consolidated when the             

preconsolidation pressure equals the prevailing vertical effective stress (σ ́v0) at a certain level. The              

soils are considered as overconsolidated when σ ́c is greater than σ ́v0. OCR describes the relationship               

between σ ́c and σ ́v0. When the overconsolidation ratio is between 1 and 1.5, it represents a soil that is                   

normally consolidated, or slightly overconsolidated.  

Overconsolidated soils are represented by an overconsolidation ratio that is 1.5-10 and            

strongly overconsolidated soils have an overconsolidation ratio that is above 10 (Larsson, 2008). 

 

3.3.2.7 Other parameters used in classification  

It is necessary to specify if the soil is varved when classifying a fine-grained soil, along with                 

occurrences of sulfide, shells, haustoria and organic matter of other sorts. The color of the soil is                 

normally described in the classification. However, the fact that organic matter, sulfides and oxides              

change color when interacting with air should be taken into consideration. Organic matter can have a                

strong influence on the mechanical properties of the soil, depending on the content. Therefore, soil               

classification based on organic matter content is important (Larsson, 2008). 

Organic sulfides are formed as by-products from the decaying processes, which can also             

strongly influence the properties of a soil, similar to other organic substances. The character of the                

organic material determines if the organic soil types are defined as gyttja, dy or peat. Mineral soils                 

have less than 3 % organic matter, while soils with more than 3 % but less than 15 % organic matter                     

are termed mineral soils with organics. A soil is not classified as an organic soil until it has more than                    
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15 % organic matter. If it has more than 30 % organic matter, the soil is termed peat, or highly organic                     

soil (Huang et al., 2009). 

 

3.3.3 Structure of soil 

Distribution of grains, conditions during deposition and load are important factors in the structure of               

the grain skeleton and also for the relation between the voids and solid particles. In coarse grained                 

soil, the single grains are in direct contact. There is a strong relation between the pores and the solid                   

particles. An open structure containing large pores of a uniformly graded soil remains undisturbed              

after a slow sedimentation rate. A very dense structure, containing small pores, occurs if high pressure                

has been exerted on a well-graded soil, such as ground moraine.  

In coarse grained soil, clay particles form membranes around bigger grains and clay particle              

aggregates at the ends between bigger grains. Around 15-25 % of the solid phase consists of clay and                  

composes the matrix between the bigger grains. The most varying factors in clays are clay minerals,                

contents, depositional environment and previous exerted load. The illite clays, that are common in              

Sweden, form aggregates and bigger units of clay particles or bind themselves onto the surface of                

bigger grains. For clays with low clay content, the structure is similar to the structure in                

coarse-grained soils, just that the bigger grains in the clay are covered with clay particles.               

Furthermore, the aggregates of clay have replaced some of the clay particles. Increasing load changes               

the open structure due to the high compressibility of the clay. A matrix structure containing less pores,                 

anisotropic silt particles and aggregates of clay usually occur in moderately consolidated clays that              

already have experienced load (Larsson, 2008).  

In the upper layers of clay, dry crust clay is formed from desiccation, weathering and freezing                

(Larsson, 2008). Shrinkage of the soil can occur as a result of desiccation in clay soils, which can                  

result in subsidence in the ground and damage to buildings. Ground heave can occur as a result from                  

soil swelling, when the soil re-hydrates, which can also damage buildings (Building Research             

Establishment and Construction Research Communications Ltd, 1996).  

Alteration of the clay minerals occurs during weathering, as both chemical and mechanical             

alteration can occur. The macro-structure can be influenced by desiccation cracks and root growth in a                

way that increases drainage. This can lead to a higher drainage than the information from the                

permeability in the microstructure prevails. Haustoria are commonly encountered at depths of 4 to 5 m                

below the surface. A more open structure is developed from organic matter in the soil, which results in                  

a more compressible structure. As the degree of humification increases, structure anisotropy            

decreases, hence the distinguished anisotropy in horizontal fibers in organic soils with a low degree of                
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humification. Fibrous peat is an example of an organic soil with a low degree of humification and                 

with a distinguished structure anisotropy (Larsson, 2008). 

 

3.3.4 Evaluation of soil stratigraphy and classification 

The regularity of the curve for cone resistance is a measurement of the grain size. The resolution in                  

fine-grained soils, with grain sizes ranging from fine to gravel-size, is relatively high. The curves are                

extremely irregular, making it difficult to evaluate (see far left diagram in figure 2). In very stratified                 

soils, the possibility of determining how dense the soil is, is restricted. To obtain more correct values                 

in denser layers embedded in loosely packed soil, the thickness should be between 0.4 m and 0.7 m.                  

To obtain correct values in loosely packed layers in denser soils, the thickness should be between 0.2                 

m and 0.4 m (Larsson, 2015). 

 

 

Figure 2. An example of CPT results, containing cone resistance, sleeve friction, pore pressure and friction ratio 

(Chegg, 2019). 

 

 

Sleeve friction is a way to describe the size of the horizontal stress (σh) developed during the CPT.                  

The relation between the sleeve friction and cone resistance is the main way to depict the transition                 
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between the soil types, which is known as friction ratio (Rft = ft / qt). Thin soil layers can be detected                     

when measuring pore pressure. The relation between the excess pore pressure and the net cone               

resistance describes the type of soil at that depth. The size of the pore pressure in normally                 

consolidated clay is an indication of the size of the undrained shear strength (Larsson, 2015). 

 

3.3.5 Soil type classification and soil characteristics - CPT 

Cone resistance, sleeve friction and pore pressure are usually measured during the CPT (see figure 2                

above), however, they cannot single-handedly produce a straight-forward soil type classification. To            

obtain a more detailed soil type classification, additional data is required. This is mainly done with the                 

help of additional parameters from other methods conducted parallel to the CPT and a measured               

natural pore pressure profile in situ from piezometers.  

The results from the CPT can be influenced by soil properties in various ways. Higher               

deviator stress, higher horizontal stress, higher packing grade (RD) and coarser material will result in a                

greater cone resistance. Higher sensitivity, coarser material and more densely packed frictional soils             

result in lower friction ratio (Rft). Higher overconsolidation ratio in frictional soil results in higher               

friction ratio. Higher undrained shear strength in cohesive soil, finer grained material and higher              

sensitivity result in a higher pore pressure. Denser packed frictional soil, higher overconsolidation             

ratio and coarser material result in lower pore pressure. The higher overconsolidation ratio results in a                

bigger difference between pore pressures at different depths. Finer grained materials require a longer              

time for pore pressure to equalize (Larsson, 2015). 

 

3.3.6 Compression  

The undrained shear strength (τfu) in fine-grained soil can be obtained from the net cone resistance.                

Otherwise, the undrained shear strength can be estimated through the generated excess pore pressure.              

Compression characteristics are commonly evaluated with the help of oedometer tests and soil             

samples. Empirical relations that are obtained with the help of shear strength are used to estimate the                 

elastic initial settlements and modules depending on overconsolidated cohesive soils. At small-scale            

deformations, seismic methods and velocity sensors attached to the cone can provide more accurate              

measurements of the soil’s elastic properties (Larsson, 2015). 
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3.3.7 Evaluation of compression properties 

The evaluation of compression properties is commonly performed in laboratories, where methods            

involving compressometer, triaxial and oedometer tests are mostly used. Triaxial tests can be used for               

all soil types, while oedometer tests are used for fine-grained soils and compressometer tests are used                

for coarse-grained soils. Oedometer tests are performed on undisturbed fine-grained soil samples, with             

a diameter of approximately 50 mm and 20 mm in height. The sample is placed in a ring, on which                    

filter stones are placed upon to prevent swelling (Larsson, 2008). 

The sample is compressed either stepwise or at a constant strain rate. For each day, the                

vertical load is doubled during stepwise loading. After loading, when a predetermined time interval is               

reached, a reading is made. For each loading step, a graph displaying the relationship between time                

and settlement is created. A graph illustrating the relationship between load and deformation after a 24                

hour loading is also created (Larsson, 2008). 

The vertical pressure, or effective stress, is given in logarithmic scale while vertical             

deformation, or void ratio, is given in a linear scale. From the oedometer-curve, the preconsolidation               

pressure and the compression index (CC) can be obtained. Curves created for stepwise compression              

are drawn with load and strain in linear scales (Larsson, 2008). 

The most common form of oedometer tests used is CRS. In CRS-tests, the sample is               

compressed in a press at a constant rate of deformation Larsson, 2008). The process takes a full day to                   

be completed (Axelsson & Mattsson, 2016). Pore pressure, which is formed by closing the drainage               

from the bottom of the sample, is measured. Other than pore water pressure at the bottom of the                  

sample, deformation, load and time are measured continuously, and automatically. The processed data             

are used to form continuous curves of permeability and compressibility (Larsson, 2008).            

Compressibility is given by the inverse of bulk modulus (1/K), which is the ratio of pressure and                 

volume change. Elasticity (E) is given by Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio is a measure of               

compressibility of material and shear modulus is the ratio of shear stress and shear strain. Young’s                

modulus (E) is the ratio of compressive stress and longitudinal strain (Van der Pluijm & Marshak                

2004). 

The curve representing the relationship between compression and effective stress can be used             

to determine the preconsolidation pressure (see figure 3). After downward curvature, the curve, which              

initially starts as a straight line, proceeds as a straight line. After extending the straight lines, an                 

isosceles triangle is formed between the lines and the curve, with the base against the curve. The point                  

where the base of the triangle intersects with the upper straight line represents the preconsolidation               

pressure. The subsequent curve is shifted sideways due to stress (c). Thus, the constant constrained               

modulus (ML) between limiting pressure (σ ́L) and preconsolidation pressure (σ ́c) is estimated.            
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Permeability, which is a function of compression, can also be derived from these tests (Larsson,               

2008). 

 

 

Figure 3. Evaluation of CRS (Larsson, 2008). 
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3.3.8 Effective stress, p0 or σ0 

The soil mass can normally resist applied stresses effectively between the soil grains. Both pore water                

pressure and intergranular stress make up the total stress in saturated soils under applied load. After                

drainage of pore water from a soil, intergranular stress increases due to an increase in the contact                 

between the soil grains, which is called effective stress. The difference between the total stress and                

pore water pressure is the effective stress (σ0 = σt - u). When creating a pressure profile as a function                    

of depth in the ground, the principle of effective stress is used (Zhou, 2006). 

 

3.3.9 The constrained module and compression index 

The constrained module (M) is used in settlement calculations and is determined by increasing the               

effective vertical stress in a sample and preventing horizontal stresses. This simulates an applied load               

on the surface or a groundwater drawdown. A vertical effective stress-vs-void ratio (or             

compression)–diagram is drawn where the compression index (CC) is obtained from the curve. The              

constrained module is obtained empirically. If the stress is in the interval 0 < σ´ < σ ́c, M = M0. If the                      

stress is in the interval σ ́c < σ´ < σ ́L, M = ML. Lastly, if the stress is in the interval σ´ > σ ́L, M = ML +                            

M´(σ - σ ́L). M´ is in this case the prevailing constrained modulus, which is dependent on the void                  

ratio of the soil and decreases with decreasing grain size. The compressibility of the saturated clays is                 

dependent on the fluid ratio. As highly plastic clays can hold a lot of water, they become highly                  

compressible. Compressibility can increase due to organic content, as organic content can increase the              

void ratio. Organic soils are the most compressible, as their pore volume can reach up to 95 % of the                    

total volume (Larsson, 2008). 

 

3.3.10 Overburden pressure 

With increasing depth, the weight of the overlying soil increases and it influences the soil below. This 

is called the overburden, which creates a unique state of stress. The state of stress, which is generally 

known as overburden or geostatic state of stress, is unique for that soil and at that depth. When 

conducting tests on a soil sample in a laboratory, the in-situ stress conditions need to be 

re-established. This is necessary since the state of stress is alleviated after the sample has been 

gathered. It is also important to examine the alterations that occur in the properties of the soil when 
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simulating expected loading by adding stress. It can be decided from the total / effective overburden 

pressure what stresses to use in the test. When establishing the variation of the total and effective 

overburden, the average total unit weight is determined for each layer in the profile, along with the 

depth of the water table. Hydrostatic pore pressure at a specific depth can be established based on the 

depth of the water table from boring logs measurements. When multiplying the total unit weight of 

each soil layer, one by one, by the belonging thickness of the layer, the total sum of the products will 

yield the total overburden pressure (Zhou, 2006). 

By adding the weights of the overlying layers above a certain depth, the effective overburden               

pressure for that depth can be determined. Whether the soil is above or below the groundwater table                 

has to taken into consideration. If the soil is above the water table, the total unit weight is multiplied                   

by the thickness of each belonging overlying layer. If the soil is below the groundwater table, the                 

depth below the groundwater table (zw) and the unit weight of water (γw) are used to compute pore                  

water pressure (u) as zw γw. Furthermore, subtracting pore water pressure from the total stress (pt)                

yields the effective overburden pressure (po) and it is commonly assumed that pt = psat (Zhou, 2006). 

Both the lateral and vertical stresses in the soil increase as a result of adding a load to the soil                    

surface. A phenomenon that occurs is spatial attenuation of applied loads. This means that the               

increased stresses disperse as a function of distance away from underneath the loaded area, where the                

stresses emerging from load application are the greatest. When predicting alterations in volume of the               

soil under structures, such as settlements, data regarding vertical stresses developed in a soil due to                

external loadings have proved to be important (Zhou, 2006). 

 

3.3.11 Stress, strain and deformation 

Strain is commonly used along with stress and deformation. Stress is connected to pulling and               

pushing, while strain and deformation are connected to breaking, bending, stretching and squeezing.             

Deformation is any alteration in shape, orientation and position that arise due to differential stress               

being applied, or the collective displacement of points in a body. Differential stress means that the                

size of the stress differs in all directions. There are three components that deformation can be divided                 

into: rotation, translation and strain. Rotation involves a body being pivoted around a fixed axis.               

Translation is where the position is changed, while strain is where the shape of the body is changed, or                   

distorted. This distortion of the body is a response to an applied force. There is homogeneous and                 

heterogeneous strain, where in homogeneous strain, all points of the body experience equal strain,              

while it is not equal for all points in heterogeneous strain. Other types of strain are coaxial,                 

incremental, instantaneous, finite and non-coaxial strain (Van der Pluijm & Marshak, 2004). 
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3.3.12 Deformation properties 

Strength and deformation properties are interconnected to some extent, as the shear strength of soil               

has a strong influence on the deformations. Shear strength itself is strongly influenced by volume               

changes in soil during shearing. Previous imposed stresses and load, along with how the soil was                

deposited, characterize the deformation properties in the soil. These factors have resulted in the              

preconsolidation pressure, relative density and structure of the soil. Grain shape, grain size, grain              

distribution, residual saturation, mineral, pore water composition and organic content also influence            

the deformation properties. It is therefore of importance to simulate the real loading scenarios when               

determining strength- and deformation properties. Small samples are used when tested in laboratories,             

which may have been severely disturbed during sampling and transportation. The structure of the soil               

can be maintained using common sampling methods but only in fine-grained soils, as capillary-and              

-sorption forces hold them together. For coarse-grained soils, accurate measuring of the strength- and              

-deformation properties in laboratories are therefore restricted. By using bigger samples, this can more              

likely be avoided for inhomogeneous soils containing cracks and weakness zones, which can             

accommodate for the inhomogeneity (Larsson, 2008). 

A hydrodynamic delay can occur due to water-filled pores in the soil, when water is pressed                

out or absorbed. Creep is a phenomenon that can also occur in soil, which will be discussed later. A                   

careful analysis of the deformation properties is required and only the active parameters should be               

used in the calculations. In-situ tests are therefore more suitable than laboratory tests for              

coarse-grained soils. If the fine-grained soil samples are undisturbed, tests can be conducted on these               

in laboratories. The tests should be conducted on small samples due to the large hydrodynamic delays                

(Larsson, 2008). 

 

3.3.13 Consolidation 

In one-dimensional conditions, a soil experiences compression from increasing effective stress. The            

compression from when a load is applied on a saturated soil is not instantaneous, which is partially                 

due to the incompressibility of the pore water. There is no change in volume until after the pressure                  

forces the water out of the pores. The first part of the consolidation, primary consolidation, is                

controlled by Darcy’s law and excess pore pressure dissipation. Soil viscosity is the controlling factor               

in secondary consolidation, or creep (Olsson, 2010).  

The time resistance concept was presented by Janbu (1969) and is a tool that describes the                

time- and stress-dependent pattern in soils during compression. It is determined in the laboratory from               
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the oedometer tests. The tests measure the pore pressure at the impermeable bottom while the sample                

is drained at the top. Time resistance is defined as a change in time during which changes in strain                   

occur: R = dtdε (Olsson, 2010). 

In primary consolidation, the volume decreases due to the loss of pore water. As the pore                

water is squeezed out, the soil volume decreases. The part of the load carried by the excessive pore                  

pressure, is gradually transferred to the grain skeleton at the same time as effective pressure and the                 

pore pressure decreases. The water pressure increases in the pore water of a saturated soil due to                 

instantaneous increase in vertical pressure. The increase in pore pressure equals the increase in              

vertical pressure, if the soil is normally consolidated. Pressure levels at the drained surface ends are                

lower, causing a hydraulic pressure gradient. Water flow is assumed to be one-dimensional during              

extensive load. This causes an upward water flow, and if the soil can drain in the bottom through                  

permeable layers, there is a resulting downward flow (Larsson, 2008). 

The following formula is used to calculate the consolidation coefficient: cv = k*M´. This              

formula shows the relation between the permeability (k), drained constrained modulus (M´), the unit              

weight of water (γw) and consolidation (cv) (Zheng et al., 2019). Pore pressure equalization (or               

dissipation) can thereafter be calculated from: t = Tv * h2cv, where t is time, Tv is the time factor and h                      

is the thickness of the soil layer. The time factor is dependent on the consolidation ratio and the length                   

of drainage path (Larsson, 2008). 

Both deformation and water flow are assumed to be one-dimensional, the soil is assumed to               

be homogeneous and saturated when applying the factors cv and Tv. It is also assumed that Darcy’s                 

law can be applied along with the assumption that permeability and the constrained modulus are               

constants. However, there is a risk for large errors occurring if these assumptions are applied in                

compressible soils during longer time lapses, as the simplifications are only appropriate for shorter              

time-scales. When calculating settlement in fine-grained compressible soil, improved calculation          

methods that take the variance of the parameters into consideration should be used (Larsson, 2008). 

In secondary consolidation, there is no hydraulic gradient, as the time-limited volume            

decrease resulted from constant stress occurs at a too low rate for a gradient to arise. Secondary                 

consolidation, also known as creep, can already prevail during primary consolidation, hence the             

ambiguity around the boundary between primary and secondary consolidation (Larsson, 2008). Creep            

is a time-dependent development of strain-deformation under constant effective stress (Feda, 1992).            

With progressive load increase, a graph displaying the relationship between time and settlement is              

studied to estimate the secondary consolidation. In highly permeable material, pore pressure is             

equalized quickly, which is why most time-limited deformations in coarse-grained soils are secondary             

deformations (Larsson, 2008). 
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3.4 Methods (in theory) 

3.4.1 CPT and CPTU - Cone penetration test 

In traditional CPT probing, the cone resistance (qc), along with sleeve friction (fs) and pore water 

pressure (u) generated during penetration are measured. The method where the pore pressure 

measurements are measured is called CPTU and is used mostly in Sweden, whereas the same method 

without the pore pressure measurements is called CPT. The parts of a CPT-cone are a conical tip and a 

cylindrical friction casing, both of which are equipped with electrical sensors. During the test, as the 

cone penetrates the ground, tip resistance and sleeve friction are registered, along with information 

regarding stratigraphy profile and soil types (Axelsson & Mattsson, 2016). Measurements are 

conducted electronically and the reading should occur at a high frequency to produce a detailed image 

of the variance in the data along depth. Cone penetration tests are made primarily in cohesion- or 

adhesion-soil, with little or no cobble or boulders. The main purpose of the CPT-test is to obtain a 

detailed image of the stratigraphy of soil layers and their respective properties. CPT can derive 

various soil parameters that can be used to obtain shear strength and deformation through empirical 

relationships (Svenska Geotekniska Föreningen, 2013). 

 
 

3.4.2 Visual MODFLOW 

Visual MODFLOW is mainly used by hydrologists, used for conceptual modeling of groundwater 

flow but also the transport of heat and pollutants. The software creates a model, dependent on the 

actual parameters. It then forms numerical grids, with the ability to form different types of grids, such 

as finite element grids, localized child grids, both uniform and non-uniform grid (Unson Environment 

AB, 2012). A 3D conceptual modeling provides a more comprehensive visualisation of the 

groundwater flow (Waterloo Hydrogeologic, 2019). 
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Figure 4. An example of conceptual modelling Visual MODFLOW (Source: Asmantowi, 2008). 
 

3.4.3 GS Settlement 

The GS Settlement program, which is short for GeoSuite Settlement, is one dimensional and therefore               

only capable of calculating the vertical settlement. Horizontal deformation cannot be predicted, which             

is why possible failure zones cannot be identified. The programme derives calculations of future              

settlements in soils as a result from changes in load and/or pore pressure. Furthermore, time dependent                

loading and deloading from external load and pore water changes also influence the calculations. It               

also takes creep effects into account by using non-linear models such as the chalmers model (Trimble,                

2019).  

The Chalmers model is based on Terzaghi’s one-dimensional consolidation theory and Aléns            

model (1998). This theory describes dissipation, when flow to regions of lower excess pore pressure               

from regions of higher excess pore pressure occur. The theory also describes the increase in pore                
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pressure, which equals the increase in total stress. Certain assumptions are made when applying this               

formula and these are: 

● Permeability and compressibility are constant. 

● Loading is one-dimensional, settlement and flow of water is vertical. 

● Darcy’s law is applicable. 

● Deformations are small whereas soil is saturated and uniform. 

● Secondary compression is excluded (University of California, Los Angeles, 2017). 

 

GS Settlement takes the concept of primary and secondary consolidation into consideration, and             

focuses mainly on the Chalmers model. The Chalmers model uses parameters derived from CRS-tests,              

most of them known as the compressibility parameters, besides the parameters from empirical             

relations. The parameters from empirical relations are: the creep number (r), constant modulus (M0),              

stresses (σ0) and σ0´. IL oedometer tests are used to determine the creep parameter. However, IL                

oedometer tests are rarely conducted in Sweden. In this case, the creep numbers, r0 and r1, are obtained                  

by producing a diagram (see figure 5) where the creep number is defined by a straight line that is                   

dependent on effective stress. This is based on several IL oedometer tests conducted on Swedish and                

Norwegian clays. Additional factors are reference time, a0, a1, b0 and b1 are used, where b0 and b1 are                   

set at 1/OCR and 1 respectively, a0 is set at 0.8 and a1 is set at 1.0. The reference time (tr) is set to 24                         

hours based on previous studies (Olsson, 2010). 

 

Figure 5. Graph for the evaluation of the creep number, r (Claesson, 2003). 
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3.4.3.1 Compressibility parameters 

The determination of the consolidation characteristics in Sweden are nowadays often based on results 
from CRS tests. The most important compressibility parameters are: 

 

The modulus M0 is obtained using empirical relations, just like σ ́0 and σ ́1, which will be used later.                  

The rest of the important parameters are obtained from CRS-results (Larsson et al., 1997). 

a) The apparent preconsolidation pressure, σ ́c 

Figure 6 shows the effective stress plotted against strain. By using the Sällfors construction, σ ́c can be                 

evaluated (Larsson et al, 1997). The apparent preconsolidation is the highest vertical effective stress              

exposed to the soil. Its magnitude is dependent on changes in the groundwater table, secondary               

consolidation, desiccation, chemical changes, and it varies with depth (Larsson, 2008). 

b) Limit pressure, σ ́L 

The constant modulus, starts to increase at σ ́L, which can be identified in figure 6. This is known as                   

the limit pressure, which is above the apparent preconsolidation pressure, σ ́c (Larsson et al., 1997). 

c) The constant modulus for stresses, M0 

The constant modulus for stresses is evaluated using figure 6 (Olsson, 2010). It is also known in                 

swedish practices as the constant constrained modulus which is below the effective vertical stress              

(Olsson, 2010). For more accurate estimations of modulus M0 at low stresses, incremental loading              

tests (IL-tests) with loading, unloading and reloading are conducted (Larsson et al., 1997). 
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d) The constant modulus, ML 

The constant modulus for stresses just above the apparent preconsolidation pressure is evaluated at σ ́L               

using figure 6. This constant modulus is denoted as ML (Larsson et al., 1997). 

e) Modulus number, M´ 

The modulus number can also be obtained from figure 6, where the modulus number can be expressed                 

as: ΔM / Δσ´, for stresses > σ ́L (Larsson et al., 1997). The oedometer modulus increases with effective                  

stress at M´ (Olsson, 2010).  
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Figure 6. Evaluation of compressibility parameters obtained from CRS-tests (Larsson et al., 1997). 
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3.5 Test site: Solna Business Park 

Solna Business Park and the surrounding area has been exposed to a high grade of construction and                 

therefore has an intense history of foundation and structure work. This area has been more or less                 

under expansion since the 1960’s. This area is occupied by companies, mostly companies in telecom,               

IT and food. Companies such as ICA, Coop and Veidekke are renting premises in properties that                

make up 140 000 m2 of office space in total, which is still increasing in size. Other businesses in Solna                    

Business Park are restaurants, gyms and hotels and the rail line (Tvärbanan), which was built in the                 

recent decades, goes through this area (Solna Stad, 2015). The soil that has undergone a lot of work,                  

has a surface level at around +11 m and the groundwater table is at around +7.7 m based on readings                    

from some groundwater stations. According to the SGU-map (figure 9), the near-surface soil types in               

the area of the test site are earth fill, surrounded by thin layers of moraine, followed by glacial clay,                   

then post-glacial clay. The groundwater level and pore pressure have been monitored for decades. 

 

Figure 7. Map of Solna Business Park (Google Maps, 2019). 
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Figure 8. Map of the test site at Solna Business Park with the points 18W101 and 18W102 marked (Google 
Maps, 2019). 
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Figure 9. A map displaying the surface-near surface soil types at the test site in Solna Business Park with points 
18W101 and 18W102 marked with blue circles (Sveriges geologiska undersökning, 2019). 
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3.6 Environmental impact 
 
The environment is influenced by foundation-related work, such as deep soil excavation, pile work              

and transports to and away from a construction site. It is therefore of great importance to prevent                 

damages and setbacks in the environment when working with subsoil reinforcement and foundation.             

Groundwater seeping into shafts and tunnels can result in drawdown of groundwater in the              

surrounding areas. As cities are located near coasts or at lower regions in long valleys, the soil is                  

commonly clayey, which consequently leads to subsidence in the area. These subsidences are             

normally long-term processes, and can result in damages in wiring and pipes in the ground. It can                 

therefore be said that drawdown of groundwater can cause indirect damages, while vibrations can              

cause damages in the surrounding environment more directly. Another impact from groundwater            

lowering is oxygen interacting with wooden foundation piles, which can result in decomposing of the               

wooden piles. Furthermore, if drawdown of the groundwater occurs in the bedrock, it can result in                

wells drying up. It is therefore, in most cases, important that geo-construction work is kept tight to                 

make it impenetrable for water to seep in. It is also important to, through systematic supervision of                 

groundwater, vibrations and movement in the ground, follow up on the environmental impact (Statens              

geotekniska institut, 2019). 
 

 

4. Methods 

4.1 CPT 

Before conducting the CPT, all preparations according to the standards and requirements in             

Geoteknisk fälthandbok by SGF (2013) should be made. Predrilling is conducted to penetrate through              

dry crust. A cone is then pushed down through the soil, with a rate of 20 mm/s and with power in the                      

hydraulic pushing mechanism sustained from the boring trailer. The electric sensor above the tip              

measures the tip resistance and a sensor measures the sleeve friction in the shaft. Another sensor                

measures the pore pressure in the soil while the depth to the cone is also measured (Rajapakse, 2016).                  

The equipment and the execution of the CPT can only be conducted by the field engineer due to                  

safety. Continuous pore pressure measurements are conducted each month in stations at the test site. 
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4.2 Determination of undrained shear strength in laboratories 
 
According to Axelsson & Mattsson (2016), a triaxial test is the most reliable descriptive approach in                

determining the shear strength. The undrained shear strength is obtained using shear test devices. The               

effective vertical pressure is evaluated by measuring the pore pressure during shearing, without             

allowing the excess pore pressure to equalize. However, fall cone tests are nowadays the most               

common approach when determining the undrained shear strength in silt and clay. In this case, the                

strength properties of the soil were determined using fall cone tests. 

 
 
4.3 Fall cone test 

The test involves using steel cones weighing 400 g with a 30-degree angle, 100 g with a 30-degree                  

angle, 60 g with a 60-degree angle and 10 g with a 60-degree angle. The steel cone, which is attached                    

to the fall cone test apparatus, is lowered to the surface of the sample so that it just touches the                    

surface. The steel cone is then released, using its weight and shape to penetrate the sample, where the                  

depth (i) in the soil sample is measured. The undrained shear strength is evaluated using the formula                 

below: 

 

 
Here, m is the mass of the cone and K is a factor of correction that is 1.0 for a cone with a 30° angle                         

and 0.25 for a cone with a 60° angle. In an undisturbed sample, the undisturbed shear strength is                  

measured in different sections, cut from the original sample. After the same sample has been removed                

from the casing in the apparatus, the sample is remoulded. The “stirred” shear strength and the                

sensitivity are determined by performing the cone tests again on the remoulded samples (Larsson,              

2008). 
 

4.4 CRS test 

The soil sample, which is 25 mm in height and 32 mm in radius, is weighed before being placed in a                     

steel ring. The soil specimen is then placed on top of a porous stone and is then topped with a cap and                      

a porous stone. A ram at the top of the device is lowered and placed on top of the cap. After filling the                       

chamber with de-aired water, a pressure of 69 kPa is applied to the soil sample. The soil sample is                   

loaded at a constant rate of strain after a time period between 10 and 15 hours has lapsed. After a                    

vertical stress of 3 MPa has been achieved or 24 hours has passed, the loading ends and the unloading                   
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phase starts (Gorman, 1981). The CRS produces data of the compressibility parameters for evaluation              

of the settlements. 

 

4.5 Visual MODFLOW 

The assessment of the impact on pressure levels of the groundwater from the planned construction               

work is conducted through stepwise groundwater modeling. The groundwater level for the modelled             

area is obtained mathematically, using a 3D model for several depths, in both soil and rock along the                  

railway section. Additionally, a 2D modeling is conducted for further construction solutions and             

visualization of the effects on the pressure levels in support of the assessment. The mathematical               

derivations are based on differential equations for both the 2D -and 3D modeling, which are               

conducted in Visual MODFLOW. The results from Visual MODFLOW illustrate the flow routes and              

the pressure levels of the groundwater in the area. In the software, the area of interest is divided into                   

cells vertically and horizontally. However, since it is a 3D model, the area is divided along the x-, y                   

-and z-axes. The stratification of layers is conducted along the z-axis with each soil type specified,                

meaning that different K-values are implemented along the z-axis based on the soil types (WSP,               

2019). 

Boundary conditions, such as constant head boundary or no flow boundary, are established             

before conducting calculations using the model. Constant head boundaries mean that the heads along              

the boundary have the same value and can represent oceans and/or lakes. A no flow boundary means                 

that flow is prevented across boundaries and can define the boundaries of the model. The lowered                

pressure levels of the groundwater for each cell are determined separately. One model is established               

for the current situation and another model is established that includes the planned construction. The               

lowering of the pressure levels are evaluated by determining the lowered pressure levels in both               

models together. The 2D modeling enables the prediction of the effect from sealing measures.              

Drawdowns for different scenarios can be calculated, allowing effective measures to be formulated.  

The current pore pressure situation is established by inserting the readings from each pore              

pressure station in the area. Furthermore, the 3D model is confined within the black lines in figure 50                  

from appendix 10 and is based on hydraulic conductivities of the layers and the groundwater               

formation. It covers a bigger area than just the test site (see figure 50 from appendix 10). The model                   

covers a large area and involves several other points beyond 18W101 and 18W102. Since the other                

points are not confined within the test site that is of interest in this project, any data about these points                    

can not be displayed in this thesis. Due to the extent of the covered area in the model, a modelled                    

drawdown is necessary, as a drawdown at one point adjacent to a reservoir influences other areas. The                 
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model is not restricted to Solna Business Park, since the modelled area covers a lot of other points                  

(WSP, 2019).  

 

 

Figure 10. Boundary conditions in Visual MODFLOW (Source: Asmantowi, 2008). 

 
 
4.5.1 Hydraulic conductivity 

The hydraulic conductivity value for earth fill, which corresponds to the hydraulic conductivity of              

sand, has been assumed to be high due to the precautionary principle. Furthermore, the value for clay                 

is based on literature combined with previous projects conducted in Stockholm with similar clay. The               

variations in hydraulic conductivities that are caused by the differences in the layer thicknesses from               

the pump tests are registered. 
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An average value of the hydraulic conductivity for the rock is obtained from literature and               

previous measurements. The hydraulic conductivity decreases with increasing depth, as the rock            

usually becomes denser with depth, which is taken into consideration in the model. Table 33 in                

appendix 10 shows the different hydraulic conductivities for the different soil types at Solna Business               

Park. These values are restricted to the test site in this thesis and do not represent the entire 3D model.                    

The model is based on the hydraulic conductivity data for all points covered in the entire area within                  

the marked area in figure 50 from appendix 10. However, the values for the other points outside of the                   

test site for this thesis are classified, which is why the data is only representative for the test site                   

(WSP, 2019). 

 

4.5.2 Groundwater formation 

The groundwater formation in the area is based on the net precipitation combined with the degree of                 

urbanization. The estimation takes the leakage from water supply- and -sewage systems of 50 mm/yr               

into consideration. With a low grade of urbanization, the calculations yield a higher rate of               

groundwater formation while it is the opposite in a situation with a high grade of urbanization. A                 

general value of 120 mm/yr for groundwater formation was used in the groundwater models, based on                

precipitation and effects from urban activities (WSP, 2019). The current groundwater surface in the              

area was measured using an electronic measuring tape in groundwater-stations in the area. 

 

4.5.3 3D groundwater model 

The first step in the 3D model involves modelling the current situation without the drained               

construction for comparison with conducted measurements. The next step involves including the            

designed construction with draining included along the planned railroad to estimate the area of              

influence for an unsealed shaft. It displays the worst case scenario and is not representative of a likely                  

situation. By using the 3D groundwater model, the understanding of the hydrogeology in the area can                

be enhanced. The measured groundwater levels from in-field measurements are taken into            

consideration when establishing the groundwater flow in the model.  

The model is contained within the restraints of the mapped groundwater reservoir and its              

watershed, meaning that heights compose most of the boundary conditions. The area has been divided               

into equal cells and six layers from the surface to 50 m below the surface. Hydraulic conductivity in                  

rock varies in the model depending on the amount of cracks, as many interconnected cracks increase                

the hydraulic conductivity. In this model, heights are used as watersheds, since no flow-boundary              

conditions are applied. Flow over the boundaries is not permitted in no flow-boundary conditions. The               

general drainage in the model has been established at 2 m below the surface. This is where the shallow                   
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exchange between the groundwater surface, unsaturated zone, surface water and drains occurs, and is              

most effectively simulated in the model. In areas with clays, which have a low conductivity, the                

excess water is drained off.  

In reality, this excess water is drained off by dikes, streams and drainage pipes in the ground.                 

In the model, the underground railway-track is added as a draining object, along with water and                

wastewater systems below -2 m. Even after adding these identified objects in the model, anomalies of                

low values in the groundwater measurements occur in a groundwater pipe in Solna Business Park. No                

source to these values have been found yet. A local drain has been added in the model to cope with                    

this low value (WSP, 2019). 

 

 

4.6 Settlement calculations based on CRS 

According to Axelsson & Mattsson (2016), the equation can be written as: 

 

For σ ́1, σ0 and σ ́0 must first be calculated (stresses are given in kPa). 

δ = total settlement 

σ0 = ρ * g * h 

ρ = bulk density of the soil 

g = gravity acceleration constant 

h = depth. 

σ ́0 = σ0 - u 

σ ́0 = In situ effective stress 

u = pore pressure in kPa 

σ ́1 = σ ́0 + Δσ´ 
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Δσ ́ = Stress increase, where 1 m drawdown corresponds to 10 kPa 

σ ́1 = effective stress at the current depth after stress increase 

 

The bulk density was obtained from table 12 and table 13, for 18W101 and 18W102 respectively.                

Only the terms that are active are used in the calculation, modifying the formula depending on the                 

situation (Axelsson & Mattsson, 2016). Sällfors (2013) has divided these modifications into three             

different situations, or cases. 

Case 1: 

If σ ́0 + Δσ < σ ́c, 

 

Case 2: 

If σ ́c < σ ́0 + Δσ < σ ́L, 

Then δ = Σ h(εa + εb)  = 

 

Case 3: 

If σ ́0 + Δσ > σ ́L, 

Then δ = Σ h(εa + εb + εc) = 
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The time of interest for the settlements are 1, 2, 5, 20, 40 and 100 years. The time aspect in the                     

settlement computations is based on the time factor (Tv) and the use of time rate of consolidation. 

 

cv = consolidation coefficient (averaged values for 18W101 and 18W102 in table 31 from appendix               

10) 

t = time in seconds 

h = ½ of the thickness of the clay layer (double-sided draining) in m 

The time factor is used to determine the average degree of consolidation (Uv) in the 1D average                 

degree of consolidation across a layer from Sällfors (2013). 

 

Figure 11. The relationship between the average degree of consolidation (Uv) and time factor (Tv) with 
boundary conditions. 
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The average degree of consolidation (%) is determined based on the C-curve (the middle-curve) and               

the obtained Uv-value is then multiplied with the total settlement. This yields the settlement for the                

time requested. 

 

5. Results, observations and discussion 

5.1 Observations and discussion regarding stratigraphy based on data in 

table 6 and 7 

 
Table 6. Soil stratigraphy for 18W101.

 

 
Table 7. Soil stratigraphy for 18W102.
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Table 6 and table 7 show similar soil profiles, where the different soils occur in a similar order except                   

for the soil type occurring below earth fill. The soil occurring after fill at 18W101 is dry crust clay                   

while the soil occurring after fill at 18W102 is peat (or gyttja). At 18W101, the fill extends down to a                    

depth of 2.5 m below the surface and 3.5 m below the surface at 18W102. The clay layer begins at 3.8                     

m below the surface, with a thickness of 5.5 m at 18W101, and begins at 4.0 m below the surface with                     

a thickness of 6.6 m at 18W102. However, it is kept in mind that the surface level at 18W101 is 12.09                     

m above sea level, while at 18W102, the surface level is at 10.2 m above sea level (see table 16 and                     

17 later in this chapter). This puts the surface level at 18W102 1.89 m lower than the surface level at                    

18W101, in relation to the sea level. 

 

 

5.2 Observations and discussion regarding CRS-data in figures 14 - 49 and 

tables 22 - 30 from appendices 1 - 9 

In the first figures in appendices 1 - 9 (figures 14, 18, 22, 26, 30, 34, 38, 42 and 46), there is a general 

increase in strain with increasing effective stress and decreasing module. There is a similar trend in 

figures 15, 19, 23, 27, 31, 35, 39, 43 and 47, where the pore pressure increases with effective stress. In 

figures 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40, 44 and 48, there is a general steep increase in strain with decreasing 

permeability. The consolidation coefficients in figures 17, 21, 25, 29, 33, 37, 41, 45, and 49 tend to 

have a small variance. They generally increase slightly in the first portion of the curve and then 

slightly decrease and stabilise in the remainder portion of the curve.  

Tables 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 and 30 show the compressibility parameters, permeability 

and shear strain, for each layer. For point 18W101, the evaluation of the CRS-results is a bit uncertain. 

In table 22 from appendix 1, the preconsolidation stress-value does not correlate to the previously 

estimated values, resulting in an uncertain evaluation in this layer. Table 23 from appendix 2 shows 

even more uncertainty, due to hollow spaces in the sample, preventing evaluation of preconsolidation 

pressure and linear modules.  

In table 24 from appendix 3, sand strata were present and disturbance resulted in an incline. 

However, it is more certain than the upper layers and evaluation could still be conducted. More 

uncertainty occurred in the next layer, as seen in figure 29 from appendix 4, due to hollow spaces and 

strata disturbing the sample, resulting in an uncertain evaluation of the data. Tables 26 - 30 do display 

more certain data for evaluation. 
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5.3 Differences and similarities in profiles between 18W101 and 18W102 

based on tables 8, 9, 10 and 11 

 

Table 8. A summary of the parameters obtained from the soil sample tests (18W101).
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Table 9. A summary of the parameters obtained from the soil sample tests (18W102).

 

 
 
Table 10. A summary of the ocular soil type determination from laboratory tests (18W101).
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Table 11. A summary of the ocular soil type determination from laboratory tests (18W102).

 

 
 
Table 8 and table 9 show soil type classification, density, water content, shear strength and sensitivity                

in each layer for 18W101 and 18W102 respectively. Both points are similar in their profile, especially                

in the bottom layers. Both points have distinct profiles of varved clay. This is further strengthened by                 

table 10 and table 11. Table 10 shows that 18W101 has earth fill all the way down to the end of the                      

drill core, which extends down to a depth of 2.4 m. According to table 11, 18W102 also has earth fill                    

to approximately the same depth as 18W101. However, 18W102 does extend two meters deeper and               

the bottom layers show elements of gyttja and peat. It is difficult to tell if 18W101 also has the same                    

type of element at that depth since the core did not extend that far. Based on the resemblance in their                    

profiles down to where the core sample for 18W101 ends and their close proximity, it could be                 

assumed that 18W101 also has features of gyttja and peat at a depth around 3-4 m. 
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5.4 Uncorrected CRS-parameters compiled in tables 12 and 13 

Table 12. A summary of the parameters obtained from the CRS.

 

 

Table 13. A summary of the parameters obtained from the CRS.

 
 

 
The data in table 12 is compiled from tables 8 and 10, while table 13 is compiled from tables 9 and                     

11. They contain the important CRS-parameters and soil data for each of their layers. During the time                 

when table 12 was compiled, an assumed value for σ ́c, σ ́L and ML at level 6.0 m had yet not been                     

established. 
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5.5 Settlement calculations according to Axelsson & Mattsson (2016) in 

tables 14 and 15 (without creep) 

Table 14. Settlements calculations based on CRS-parameters for different groundwater drawdowns (18W101), 
using the equation by Axelsson & Mattsson (2016) in chapter 4.
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Table 15. Settlements calculations based on CRS-parameters for different groundwater drawdowns (18W102) 
using the equation by Axelsson & Mattsson (2016) in chapter 4.

 

 

Table 14 and 15, is based on the settlement calculations from the equation by Axelsson & Mattsson                 

(2016) in chapter 4.6. Settlement does not occur at any depth for a “0 m drawdown” according to this                   

equation. The equation does not take creep parameters, or ongoing settlements, into consideration,             

which excludes the source of settlements. Furthermore, as there is no groundwater lowering, there is               

no additional load, which excludes the source of load applied. The same can be observed in table 15. 

Since the equation assumes an increase of 10 kPa in applied load per meter groundwater               

drawdown, the absence of load from a groundwater drawdown of 0 m is logical. Without the                

application of load, ongoing settlements and creep, settlements would not occur in theory. 
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5.6 Tables 16 and 17 - Parameters from CRS after corrections have been 

made to the missing and uncertain values 

Table 16. Final compilation of the compressibility parameters for 18W101, with M0, surface level, soil layer 
and clay thickness added. The evaluation of the groundwater surface is based on measurements of groundwater 
pipes. (*1) = Missing values, where values have been assumed. (*2) = Disturbance effects may have affected the 
CRS-results.

 

 

Table 17. Final compilation of the compressibility parameters for 18W102, with M0, surface level, soil layer 
and clay thickness added. The evaluation of the groundwater surface is based on measurements from 
groundwater pipes. (*1) = Preconsolidation pressure from the CRS is assumed to be low, hence using an assumed 
value.

 

 

Tables 16-17 are more extensive tables with the empty gaps from table 12 filled with assumed values,                 

such as for the layer 6 m below surface at 18W101. Table 16 and table 17 are more distinct tables with                     

the parameters required for settlement prediction in GS Settlement, including information regarding            

surface level, groundwater level, soil layer and clay layer thickness. As seen in the second layer                

located 6 m below the surface in table 16, it is pointed out that σc, σL and ML are assumed due to                      
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missing values. Assumed values are permitted, but contribute to more uncertainty in the settlement              

predictions. The same can be said about the layer at 6.0 m Table 17, as assumptions have been made                   

to σc. Furthermore, according to table 16, at the layers 5 m and 8 m below the surface, it is noted that                      

the CRS-parameters may have been affected by disturbance effects on the sample. 

 

5.7 Settlement predictions before and after adding creep - tables 18, 19, 20 

and 21 with belonging graphs: figures 12 and 13 

Table 18. Settlements for different groundwater drawdowns and time periods, based on the time equation by 
Sällfors (2013) in chapter 4.2 (18W101).

 

 
 
Table 19. Settlements for different groundwater drawdowns and time periods based on the time equation by 
Sällfors (2013) in chapter 4.2 (18W102).
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Table 20. Settlement prediction from GS Settlement based on groundwater drawdowns of 0, 0.3, 1.0 and 3.0 m 
and for different time periods at 18W101.

 

 
 
Table 21. Settlement prediction from GS Settlement based on groundwater drawdowns of 0, 0.3, 1.0 and 3.0 m 
and for different time periods at 18W102.

 

 

 

Figure 12. Diagram displaying settlements throughout time from groundwater drawdowns of 0, 0.3, 1.0 and 3.0 
m at 18W101. 
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Figure 13. Diagram displaying settlements throughout from groundwater drawdowns of 0, 0.3, 1.0 and 3.0 m at 
18W102. 
 

 
Table 20 shows the prediction of settlements from groundwater drawdowns of 0, 0.3, 1.0 and 3.0 m,                 

derived from the GS Settlement-program. These values are based on the groundwater model from              

Visual Modflow. Compared to table 18, settlements occur at a groundwater drawdown of 0 m in table                 

20. GS Settlement takes ongoing settlements and creep parameters into consideration, hence the             

occurrence of settlements. This explains the lower values of settlements in table 18. Without creep in                

the model, the values of settlements are expected to be lower. The same can be observed for table 21                   

in comparison to table 19. The settlement prediction at 18W102 for a drawdown of 3.0 m in table 21                   

shows a bit high values after 40 and 100 years, compared to table 20 for 18W101. Figure 12 shows the                    

settlements in a graph based on the data in table 20, while figure 13 is the corresponding figure for                   

table 21. 

Figure 12 shows a bigger gap between the curve for 0.3 m and the curve for 1.0 m drawdown,                   

while figure 13 shows a bigger gap between the curve for 1.0 m and for 3.0 m drawdown. This can be                     

a result of the small difference in soil profiles. 18W102 has a thicker clay layer and clay is known to                    

be sensitive to groundwater drawdown, hence a bigger settlement in 18W102 compared to 18W101 is               

expected. Additionally, 18W102 has a layer of peat, or gyttja, which is highly organic. The organic                
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matter contribute to a more open structure, resulting in a more compressible structure, which may               

explain the bigger settlements in 18W102. 

 
 

6. Further discussion 
The purpose of this thesis, aside from studying the effect from the drawdown, is to investigate the                 

ambiguity risen from the previously conducted low pore pressure prior to this study. More              

specifically, the aim is to verify if the low pore pressure from previous measurements is valid and how                  

to proceed with this anomaly. 

The anomaly was a problem before the thesis and it did occur again the second time. The pore                  

pressure situation is deemed as acceptable, despite having encountered the low point in pore pressure               

at the pressure station in Solna Business Park. Specific draining objects, such as the underground               

railway, water- and -sewage pipes etc., that have an inflow of groundwater and exert a draining effect                 

on the pressure levels, are included in this model. Having all of these taken into consideration as                 

draining objects, there were still unexplainable occurring low pressure levels. These low levels could              

not be explained with numerical analysis or using maps of the subsurface with pipes and lines mapped                 

out. The solution to this problem was to include these unexplainable low pore pressures, including the                

one in Solna Business Park, as draining objects in the model. This forced the levels in the model to the                    

right and reasonable levels in accordance to the measured pore pressures and created a correct               

groundwater flow.  

A source or an explanation to this low pressure could yet not be found, despite numerous                

attempts by consulting with the Swedish Transport Administration and some property owners. As it              

turns out, other similar anomalies have been encountered at other test sites, where the same solution                

has been applied as to the anomaly in Solna Business Park. One possible explanation could be that                 

one property was unknowingly pumping groundwater. This would lower the pressure levels in that              

area and be intercepted by the nearby pore pressure station, where the readings of the pore pressure                 

levels are conducted. However, investigating this aspect is time consuming and/or a complicated             

process, in terms of permits and legal jurisdiction.  

Another problem that was encountered, this time for point 18W101, was that the worst case               

scenario (see table 32 from appendix 10) showed a lowering that exceeded the worst case scenario                

demanded by WSP. The modelled drawdowns in the calculations were 0, 0.3, 1.0 and 3.0 m, where                 

3.0 m is the maximal desired (or least favourable) drawdown established by WSP. The worst case                

scenario in the model exceeded the demanded maximal drawdown by 2.58 m. This means that after                

lowering the groundwater surface by 3 m, which is the worst case scenario established by WSP, the                 
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model requires a further lowering of 2.58 m, which is far beyond the previously established worst case                 

scenario. However, since the more likely scenario with implemented measures yields a drawdown of              

0.33 m, the results are deemed as acceptable. The more likely case falls within the acceptable range of                  

groundwater drawdown. The values for settlement prediction at 18W102 seemed a bit high, especially              

in comparison to 18W101. Still, the maximum settlement value for 18W102 is not considered to be                

problematic as there are reinforcing measures that can be applied to cope with this. 

 

6.1 Sources of errors 

Creep: Creep is an important part of the settlements. Yet, instead of using IL oedometer to determine                 

the creep, an empirical relation to the natural water content is used to evaluate creep. IL oedometer                 

tests should be conducted to increase the certainty of the settlement data, especially due to the                

occurring creep at the test site. 

Disturbance effect: Stiffness in soil is several times greater in field than in the laboratory,               

possibly leading to the soil stiffness being underestimated. This is most likely an effect from               

reconsolidation during the time that the soil sample is extracted from the field and taken to the                 

laboratory. The accuracy in determining the oedometer modulus, M0, in overconsolidated soils with             

CRS may be affected. However, this can be avoided by conducting unload and reload cycles. As seen                 

in the CRS-results for 18W101 (tables 16, 22, 23, 24 and 25), disturbances resulted in uncertain                

evaluations of the results. This was solved by using assumed values. Since the disturbance can occur                

any time, from the extraction of the soil, to testing, not much can be done. The most optimal way to                    

avoid these disturbances would be to keep the transport as short as possible and testing the samples as                  

soon as possible, shortening the time and distance in between. This could reduce risks of disturbances. 

Limitation in GS Settlement: The settlement program is one-dimensional, only taking vertical            

deformation into consideration, which excludes possible failure zones in the prediction. The            

magnitude of the impact on the results is difficult to tell. However, since groundwater drawdown or a                 

widespread load on the ground correspond to the increasing effective vertical pressure only, the              

magnitude of this limitation may be considered negligible. 

Assumptions: As seen in table 16, assumptions have been made regarding σc, σL and ML at 6                 

m. Table 12 also has an assumed value, in this case for σc at 6 m. Furthermore, the data in table 16                      

have been affected by disturbances. As these values are based on assumptions, the range of               

uncertainty increases. However, the uncertainty is considered to be within controlled conditions,            

meaning that the uncertainty is not large enough to disapprove the settlement prediction. 
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Temperature: The temperature difference between the soil and laboratory can cause a            

permeability difference of a magnitude of 1.5. This means that there is a 1.5 times greater                

permeability in a laboratory than in soil in field conditions. For this reason, temperature is mentioned                

in this discussion. Mechanical properties in soil can be altered by changes in temperature, which could                

resemble the disturbance effect. In regards of permeability, varved clays can have different             

permeabilities in different layers due to anisotropy effect. Other factors influencing permeability are             

cracks and haustoria in actual soil, which are hard to simulate in the laboratory, leading to gaps                 

between permeability in situ and in the laboratory. 

 

6.2 Concluding remarks 

In conclusion, since the most likely scenario of drawdown is 0.33 m for point 18W101 and 0.13 m for                   

18W102, which are within the range of 0-3 m (where 3 m is the worst case), the derived drawdowns                   

from Visual Modflow are acceptable. The low pore pressure at the test site was encountered again but                 

the imbalance in the groundwater flow was reduced by including the anomaly as a local draining                

object. This created a reasonable flow of the groundwater in the model, allowing the project to                

proceed with the pore pressure situation. 

As of the settlement prediction, the results are also acceptable, despite the large difference in               

settlements predicted for a 3.0 m drawdown at both points. However, the larger settlement predicted               

for 100 years from a 3.0 m drawdown is considered to be within controlled conditions.  

 
 

7. Further research 
As construction work is dependent on previously and newly conducted geotechnical research, more             

studies on the geology in the surroundings are required. This would provide more clarity regarding the                

geotechnical conditions, which can be obtained with more detailed research along with defining             

basement levels of buildings. However, since the area is narrowly built, subsurface research is quite               

difficult, due to the dense infrastructure on the surface along, with pipes and wiring underground.               

Geophysical methods for mapping underground layers can be proven difficult due to noise pollution              

from the activity in the area. Magnetic disturbance from wiring can also contribute to the difficulty in                 

using geophysical methods. In theory, CPT conducted in more inaccessible areas could resolve this              

problem. Since it also measures pore pressure, more clarity in the pore pressure situation could be                

achieved if more measurements at more, newer points were conducted. However, since these areas are               
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more inaccessible, the likelihood of getting permits for this type of tests is not high due to the busy                   

activity in the area. More developed geophysical and geotechnical methods are evidently required.  
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Appendix 1: CRS-data (5 m depth) at 18W101 

Figure 14. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress, module and strain at 5 m depth (18W101). 

 

 

Figure 15. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress and pore pressure at 5 m depth (18W101). 
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Figure 16. Diagram illustrating the relation between permeability and strain at 5 m depth (18W101). 

 

 

Figure 17. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress and the consolidation coefficient at 5 m 
depth (18W101). 
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Table 22. Resulting CRS-parameters at 5 m (18W101).
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Appendix 2: CRS-data (6 m depth) at 18W101 

Figure 18. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress, module and strain at 6 m depth (18W101). 

 

 

Figure 19. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress and pore pressure at 6 m depth (18W101). 
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Figure 20. Diagram illustrating the relation between permeability and strain at 6 m depth (18W101). 

 

 

Figure 21. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress and the consolidation coefficient at 6 m 
depth (18W101). 
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Table 23. Resulting CRS-parameters at 6 m (18W101).
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Appendix 3: CRS-data (7 m depth) at 18W101 

Figure 22. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress, module and strain at 7 m depth (18W101). 

 
 
 

Figure 23. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress and pore pressure at 7 m depth (18W101). 
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Figure 24. Diagram illustrating the relation between permeability and strain at 7 m depth (18W101). 

 

 

Figure 25. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress and the consolidation coefficient at 7 m 
depth (18W101). 
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Table 24. Resulting CRS-parameters at 7 m (18W101).
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Appendix 4: CRS-data (8 m depth) at 18W101 

Figure 26. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress, module and strain at 8 m depth (18W101). 

 

 

Figure 27. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress and pore pressure at 8 m depth (18W101). 
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Figure 28. Diagram illustrating the relation between permeability and strain at 8 m depth (18W101). 

 

 

Figure 29. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress and the consolidation coefficient at 8 m 
depth (18W101). 
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Table 25. Resulting CRS-parameters at 8 m (18W101).
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Appendix 5: CRS-data (5.3 m depth) at 18W102 

Figure 30. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress, module and strain at 5.3 m depth 
(18W102). 

 
 

Figure 31. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress and pore pressure at 5.3 m depth (18W102). 
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Figure 32. Diagram illustrating the relation between permeability and strain at 5.3 m depth (18W102). 

 

 

Figure 33. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress and the consolidation coefficient at 5.3 m 
depth (18W102). 
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Table 26. Resulting CRS-parameters at 5.3 m (18W102).
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Appendix 6: CRS-data (6.0 m depth) at 18W102 

Figure 34. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress, module and strain at 6.0 m depth 
(18W102). 

 

 

Figure 35. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress and pore pressure at 6.0 m depth (18W102). 
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Figure 36. Diagram illustrating the relation between permeability and strain at 6.0 m depth (18W102). 

 

 

Figure 37. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress and the consolidation coefficient at 6.0 m 
depth (18W102). 
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Table 27. Resulting CRS-parameters at 6.0 m (18W102).
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Appendix 7: CRS-data (7.0 m depth) at 18W102 

Figure 38. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress, module and strain at 7.0 m depth 
(18W102). 

 

 

Figure 39. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress and pore pressure at 7.0 m depth (18W102). 
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Figure 40. Diagram illustrating the relation between permeability and strain at 7.0 m depth (18W102). 

 

 

Figure 41. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress and the consolidation coefficient at 7.0 m 
depth (18W102). 
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Table 28. Resulting CRS-parameters at 7.0 m (18W102).
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Appendix 8: CRS-data (8.3 m depth) at 18W102 

Figure 42. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress, module and strain at 8.3 m depth 
(18W102). 

 

 

 

Figure 43. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress and pore pressure at 8.3 m depth (18W102). 
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Figure 44. Diagram illustrating the relation between permeability and strain at 8.3 m depth (18W102). 

 

 

Figure 45. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress and the consolidation coefficient at 8.3 m 
depth (18W102). 
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Table 29. Resulting CRS-parameters at 8.3 m (18W102).
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Appendix 9: CRS-data (9.0 m depth) at 18W102 

Figure 46. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress, module and strain at 9.0 m depth 
(18W102). 

 

 

 

Figure 47. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress and pore pressure at 9.0 m depth (18W102). 
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Figure 48. Diagram illustrating the relation between permeability and strain at 9.0 m depth (18W102). 

 

 
 

Figure 49. Diagram illustrating the relation between effective stress and the consolidation coefficient at 9.0 m 
depth (18W102). 
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Table 30. Resulting CRS-parameters at 9.0 m (18W102).
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Appendix 10: Additional tables and figures 

Table 31. Averaged Consolidation coefficients from figures 17, 21, 25 and 29 (for 18W101) and from figures 
33, 37, 41. 45 and 49 (for 18W102)

 
 
 

Table 32. Worst case groundwater drawdown vs likely groundwater drawdown from the groundwater model. 
18W101 = 1, 18W102 = 2.
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Figure 50. Boundaries of the 3D model (WSP, 2019). 

 
 
 
Table 33. Hydraulic conductivities for different soil types (WSP, 2019).
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